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Hello! 

I  have attached the tree built on our SNP values, 

you can check everything is correct by yourself, following information 

on your FTDNA Big-500 matches page. I just put data in the form of a 

tree and added some comments. 

 

1. I think question about our British branch is solved now, 

we parted around 2000 BCE, and we can ignore any markers-based matches 

with British people, if they are not Y11667 confirmed (L2 at least), 

which I think is almost impossible, Y11667 is clear 'European' celtic group. 

 

2. When and where Y11667 formed? Sometimes before 800s. 

Our close markers-mathes ending up in the Rhine valley, 



so almost probably that we all lived there around 800s-1300s. 

We need to make Big-500 for Stumpf, so we can date more precisely. 

But I think already we can state, that Y11667 and you as a part of it 

are 'German Palatines' of the Rhine Valley with Celtic origins. 

 

4. I was surprised how close our Eastern branch is to you. 

Just one SNP! This indicates only one thing, that our branch got in 

Russia around 1250s-1600s, probably during wars, and that we have 

common ancestor I think around 1300s. So you made a good decision 

accepting Big-500 test, and we are very thankful to you! 

 

Any questions will be happy to answer. 

 

Kindest regards! 

 


